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An anatomy of healthcare and ?cyborgization?
Part I: How can we define a cyborg?
????
Kiyoshi MURAOKA
In this paper, I will anatomize some relationships between artificial organs 
and ?cyborgization? in healthcare.  Nowadays, many kinds of artificial organs 
are practically used to help not a few patients.  Can we call any person who 
lives with some artificial organs a cyborg? Or could we call him/her a robot?  
At present, we might call him/her a cyborg.  But, we could not call them 
a robot, because a cyborg is a symbiotic creature that is part human, part 
machine; a robot, on the other hand, is nothing but a machine.
Firstly, I will try to arrange a compact concept of ?cyborg? referring mainly to 
Heilinger & Mueller?s requirements for being a cyborg. In order to be called a 
cyborg, what kind of machine (or equipment) must a host human have? Here, 
I call it a ?machine-for-cyborg.? Then I propose the three necessary conditions, 
as follows:
?)  the ?machine-for-cyborg? must be embedded totally or partially in the host 
human body;
?)  it should not consist of cells of living things (humans, animals or plants) ; 
and,
?)  it can function actively (not passively) and collaboratively with its host.
Secondly, I will try to sort main artificial organs into some ?machine-for-
cyborgs? and the others.
Finally, I will briefly illustrate some correlation and difference between a 




would be cyborgized unlimitedly could be replaced entirely with such ?machines? 
or artificial organs: we could call this ultimate cyborg a type of robot (I named 
the process ?robotization? of a cyborg.) This change will show another matter of 
the cyborgization which concerns the quality of life (of cyborg) that represents 
?human rights? and questions how far we can or should ethically ?cyborgize? 
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